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Introduction
I planned as part of my collection to introduce a Ruger No. 1 .223 Varmint. I waited for best part of a year for one to
become available and hoped at the chance when one did. Sadly upon receipt, the rifles condition, did not look
promising and I contemplated returning it, however the possibility of another one becoming available was pretty thin
and therefore I made the decision to continue. Whilst the rifle was in good working it order, it had the following faults,

minor pitting, some loss of bluing, improvised floating barrel, poor conditioned rings, low quality scope and
therefore it was the poorest conditioned No 1 rifle I had purchased to
date.
My initial plan to restore the rifle to its
former glory, had involved replacing the barreI, however early range tests showed groups ranging from 37mm to 6mm
at 100 yards, which was unlikely to be truly reflective of the rifles true performance and therefore to save £1000, I
retained the original barrel. I think the 6mm group was more by luck and I was unable to repeat it in latter groups.
Further restoration included re-bluing the barrel, receiver, worn parts, repair the floating barrel, restoring the
woodwork and replacing the rings
and scope.
General
The Ruger No. 1 Varmint is in a class
of its own and is my favourite factory
model. They are quite rare in the UK
and especially the .22 calibres as
they are generally not deer legal
with most hunters preferring .243 or
bigger. Early models had a 1 in 14
varmint profile barrel which is 24”
long, 1.15” at the chamber, narrowing to 0.75” at the muzzle. This rifle
still had its original crown and had
not been screw cut for a moderator which was a major plus. With the barrel having a 1 in 14 twist, bullet size is limited
to 55 grain. Rifles where not fitted with iron sights and where fitted two independent Ruger bases. Trigger release on
this rifle was 3.3 lbs which was slightly lighter than most models I had encountered.
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Restoration
Unlike previous No. 1’s that I had purchased, this rifle had seen the ravages of time and had less TLC (tender loving
care) from it’s previous owners, consequently the barrel, receiver, cocking lever, cocking lever latch, trigger and safety
catch all had various degrees of worn blueing.

Because the gun industry is small in the UK, plus the art of bluing is very
specialised, the number of professionals which can do a good job is very
limited. Also the standard of bluing varies greatly. Hot tanks which the
barrel/receiver is dropped into is very corrosive and if the chemicals are
not completely removed, the corrosive process continues to the detriment
of the rifle. Hot surface bluing is better but cannot always access all of the
rifles parts.
Therefore I have decided to experiment with cerakote bluing. Again this is
very specialised process because once the colour has been applied, it is

polished to obtain that deepness associated with more traditional bluing.
As you can see from the top and bottom images, the cerakoted finish
which included the trigger, cocking lever and the trigger guard looks very
good in my opinion, however I guess it is ultimately down to the user to
decide with the purist being horrified.
As is all to common, the forend was damaged by a previous owner, who
had removed wood to make the barrel “float” and therefore make the rifle
more accurate. This is a mistake, especially with lighter barrels as they
need the raise section of the forend to keep consistency between shots.
Removing this wood is detrimental and can make the rifle inaccurate.
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Except for the damage to the forend, the woodwork was
in reasonable condition with only a few minor transit
marks.
Somebody had restored the woodwork previously and
had allowed to much wood oil to dry in the checkering. As
it was a soft oil finish rather than a harder resin finish, I
decided to remove the finish with a wood stripper.
As the stripper is corrosive, care must be taken with your
tools, clothing and work surfaces. I kept applying the
stripper, until the old oil finish started to bubble up. This
is a particularly messy process and I removed the mix of
oil and stripper with wire wool. Once the majority of the
old finish is removed, it is important to wash the wood
down in cold water to remove any remaining paint stripper residue. I then apply pressurised air to removed any
debris and water and then place in a warm environment
to dry overnight.
Unlike other No. 1’s where I have replaced the barrel, this
rifle was to stay in its original condition and therefore I
refinished the forend, butt and refitted the original recoil
pad.
As can be seen from the bottom image, I have bedded the
forend, which in effect replaced the wood that had been
removed, thereby maintaining consistency from shot to
shot.
Earlier Ruger No. 1’s had very good grain quality which produced some
striking woodwork for a factory rifle. This No. 1 was produced in 1992
and unlike my other No. 1’s the walnut grain on this rifle is not particularly striking, it is good, but rather plain as can be seen in the image
above.
Keeping the rifle as original as possible meant retaining the scope
bases, this was fine as they where in good condition and only the
screws required replacing. As I don't like Ruger rings, I replaced them
with Warne’s models and fitted a standard Sightron 4-16x42 scope
which complimented the rifle well and would suit the .223 and its
lighter bullet engagement ranges up to 400 yards.
Reloading and final range test
I do not recall a cartridge that has seen such military and commercial
change over the years, as the .223 Remington. Original 55 grain bullets
required a 1:12 twist rate but over the years that has decreased to 1:9
and more recently 1:8 and 1:7 to accommodate heavier bullets. Rifles
with the earlier one in twelve are increasingly rare and in my collection I have only two rifles that fit this twist rate.
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As a result I have done little reloading research into this calibre and its twist rate. To keep reloading more practical, I
try to maintain one or two bullet weights and in the case of barrels with 1 in 12 twist rates I only use Sierra 52 grain
Matchkings. I have tried reloading this bullet weight with Viht N135 but the extreme spread remained high and
therefore I plan to focus on VV N133.

Before doing some research, I had some reloads made up from my other 1 in 12 rifle and I had used in my initial range
test. These rounds where taken straight out of the VV reloading manual and consisted of 23.5gr of N133 which
generated the book specified velocity of 2900fps. It was my plan to do a quick range test with these rounds, test the
restored rifle and see if there was any improvement to when I had initially test fired the rifle, a few months previously.
Restoration range test
I finished this rifles restoration at the end of October 2020 and using a load straight out of the Vihtavuori manual
headed of to the range to verify the restoration work. Functionality wise the rifle was perfect, but one minor point that
came to my attention during this range test, was eye relief. If you study the original picture on page one of this report,
you will notice the original Ruger rear ring is set back, which permits the scope to be set back a further inch. Modern
Warne or Leupold rings do not permit this and therefore your eye relief is not quiet perfect and you have to push your
head forward ever so slightly forward to obtain the correct sight picture. However as I like my rifles perfect, I slackened
of the rings and move the scope as far back as the rings
would permit, which gave me an extra ½ inch which
resolved the situation.
Shooting fully supported from the bench, using a rest
and a rear bag, I zeroed the rifle and shot the two
groups as shown. The group sizes this time where more
appropriate at 15 & 12mm respectively. The initial accuracy test generated a 37mm group which reflected the
poor scope and the damaged forend but whilst the
cartridges where not loaded specifically for this rifle, I
felt these groups where more in line with the rifles capability. To be honest, initially I didn't think I could improve on
these groups as rifle/ammunition combination seemed reasonable, but as I mentioned previously I had not done any
load development on this bullet weight and therefore, I decided to explore this further.
As I was already using VV N133, it was logical to extend the research into this powder using a load range between 22
- 24.5 grains. Using the same Lapua brass and Sierra 52gr MatchKing bullets, chronographing recorded a velocity
ranging between 2944 and 3232fps. Interestingly in this rifle, 23.5gr (N133) was measuring 3098fps which was nearly
200 fps difference compared with the manual. However N133 was providing an average extreme spread of 84.8 fps
which was a little to high for my liking. Cases where sooty across the range, therefore the cases where not obturating
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and therefore I decided to research VV N530 powder. I loaded six strings of N530, ranging
from 23 to 25.5 grains and when chronographed produced the following results. Continuing with the same Lapua brass and Sierra 52gr MatchKing bullets as before, chronographing recorded a velocity ranging between 2950 and 3257 fps. There was no difference
when compared to the N133 and even extreme spread averaged out as 83.2 fps which was
almost identical to the N133.
In practise, I like to get the average spread between 20-40 fps, however I was failing
miserably with this cartridge, N135, N133 and N530 where all averaging 80 fps or greater.
The problem, was I was running out of time that I could devote to this rifle and therefore
I settled on 25 grains of N530 which gave me the lowest spread of 28 fps. My last and final range test, generated a
20mm group which I was fairly happy with, not the best but time was against me.
Summary
This is the oldest and most worn No. 1 that I have restored and although I may be slightly biased, I feel it restored
rather well. Unlike bolt guns, very little wear takes place when a Ruger No. 1 is cycled and if any mechanical wear does
take place, it is around the cocking lever axis pin. However in the case of this rifle, it didn't exhibit any signs of play and
therefore to keep this wear to a minimum, good lubrication is essential.
However with this rifle, it was external surface wear with the loss of bluing that was the most prolific and hence my
decision to refinish. Certainly looking at the image above, it is difficult to tell that the polished cerakote finish is not
actually bluing. However, closer inspection would reveal
the difference. It may not be traditional, but in many ways
the polished cerakote finish is preferential because hot
chemical bluing when the barrel/receiver is dropped in a
hot tank can be very corrosive if the bluing process is not
neutralised properly.
In an attempt to maximise accuracy I have replaced many
of my No1’s with Bartlein barrels and in known accurate
calibres such as 6BR to obtain every last drop of accuracy
that these rifle can offer. With this rifle and despite previous owners attempts at free floating the barrel, I deliberately restored the rifle to Ruger’s original build
specification. Restoring the rifle to its original configuration, plus researching the lighter loads this rifle was designed for allowed me to see what a factory varmint rifle was capable off in comparison to my rebarreled rifles.
As can be seen in my various accuracy tests the varmint version of this rifle is capable considerable accuracy with
15mm -20mm groups at 100 yards being the norm, which is very impressive for a factory barrel.
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